Treatment of Craniodiaphyseal Dysplasia Presenting with Chiari Type-I

Tratamento de displasia craniodiafiásia com Chiari tipo I
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Abstract

Objective Chiari malformation type-I (CM-1) is described radiographically as a simple displacement of the cerebellar tonsils at least 5 mm below the foramen magnum (FM). If CM-1 exists due to hyperostosis of the cranial bones, the authors were not able to determine a common consensus for the treatment of CM-1 and syringomyelia.

Methods A 31-year-old-female presented to our hospital with bilateral facial paralysis, hypoesthesia and motor loss of the extremities. The patient had bilateral gag reflex loss, phonation disorder and dysarthric speaking. Sensory and motor deficits were available at the bilateral upper and lower extremities. The skeletal radiographs revealed extensive thickening and sclerosis of the calvarial and facial bones, moderate widening and sclerosis of the clavicles and ribs, and that the internal auditory canal (IAC) and the optic foramen (OF) were narrowed. CM-1 and syringomyelia secondary to the small posterior fossa were due to calvarial hyperostosis. The patient underwent posterior fossa decompression and duraplasty. In addition, a syringosubarachnoid shunt was placed at the level of C7-T1. The symptoms of lower cranial nerve palsy and motor loss were recovered, but the symptoms of the foraminal stenosis, such as visual and auditory losses and facial paralysis were not recovered in any way.

Conclusion We described in this case report CM-1 as a late complication of craniodiaphyseal dysplasia (CDD), and the difficulties in its treatment. In the treatment of these patients with CDD, posterior fossa decompression and syringosubarachnoid shunting are necessary, in spite of all the risks of these procedures.
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Resumo

Objetivo A malformação Chiari tipo-I (MC-1) é descrita radiograficamente como um simples deslocamento da tonsila cerebelar de pelo menos 5 mm abaixo do forame magno (FM). Se houver MC-1 em função da hiperostose dos ossos do crânio, os autores não foram capazes de determinar um consenso para o tratamento de MC-1 e siringomielia.

Métodos Paciente de 31 anos deu entrada com paralisia facial bilateral, hipoestesia e perda motora das extremidades. A paciente apresentou perda de reflexo de vômito...
bilateral, desordem fonética e disartria. Deficiência motora e sensorial foram identificadas em ambas as extremidades superiores e inferiores. Radiografias do esqueleto revelaram extensa espessamento e esclerose dos ossos calvários e faciais, ampliação moderada e esclerose das clavículas e costelas, além de estreitamento do canal auditivo interno (CAI) e do forame ótico (FO). A MC-1 e siringomielia secundária à pequena fossa posterior ocorreram devido à hiperosteose calvarial. A paciente foi submetida a descompressão da fossa posterior e duroplastia. Somado a isso, um shunt siringo-subaracnóideo foi colocado na altura da C7-T1. Os sintomas de paralisia do nervo craniano inferior e a perda motora foram recuperados, mas os sintomas de estenose do forame, como por exemplo perdas auditivas e visuais, ou paralisia facial, não foram recuperados em nenhum nível.
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Introduction

Chiari malformation type-I (CM-I) is described radiographically as a simple displacement of the cerebellar tonsils at least 5 mm below the foramen magnum (FM). A pathophysiological mechanism of CM-I has been a very interesting subject of discussion for the neurosurgeon authors. However, cranial constriction, the low volume of the cranial posterior fossa, such as skull base hypoplasia (Klippel-Feil Syndrome, platybasia, achondroplasia, craniosynostosis), spinal cord tethering, intracranial hypertension, such as hydrocephalus and intracranial mass lesions, intraspinal hypotension, such as cerebrospinal fluid leaks, prolonged lumboperitoneal shunting and miscellaneous conditions, such as Paget’s disease and occipitoatlantoaxial joint instability or fusion were suggested as mechanisms responsible for CM-I.1–7 Chiari malformation type-I has quite different clinical presentations because it is caused by various etiological factors. However, the siringomyelia and its treatment options were reported as a result of the most common different conditions. As a result of past clinical experience, an algorithm was determined, which includes respectively: if the hydrocephalus exists, ventriculoperitoneal shunting; if there is no hydrocephalus, decompression of the posterior cranial fossa (PCF) and syringosubarachnoid or syringoperitoneal shunting should be undertaken.8–11 However, if CM-I exists due to hyperostosis of the cranial bones, the authors were not able to arrive at a consensus for the treatment of CM-I and siringomyelia. This case report describes CM-I as a late complication of craniodiaphyseal dysplasia (CDD), and describes the difficulties involved in the treatment of this disease.

Case Report

A 31-year-old-female presented to our hospital with bilateral facial paralysis, hyposthesia and motor loss of the extremities (approximately; upper extremity: ⅗, lower extremity: ⅘). Her brother and sister had also suffered CDD. The patient had headache, visual and auditory losses, difficulty in walking, dysphagia, and complaints due to recurrent upper respiratory tract infections. The patient was born from parents who had a consanguineous marriage. The pregnancy and delivery were unremarkable, and no abnormalities were noted at birth. At the age of 26, her complaints started, and the parents noted similar abnormal facial features on her brother and sister. Physical examination revealed a grossly deformed head; the jaw was prominent, and there was kyphoscoliosis of the dorsal spine. The bilateral nasolabial grooves were absent, and there was bilateral partial facial paralysis, and bilateral partial visual and hearing losses. The patient had bilateral gag reflex loss, phonation disorder and dysarthric speaking. Sensory and motor deficits were available at the bilateral upper and lower extremities. Sphincter function was intact. The biochemical parameters, such as serum calcium, serum phosphate, alkaline phosphatase, renal function tests and liver function tests were normal. The skeletal radiographs revealed extensive thickening and sclerosis of the calvarial and facial bones (Fig. 1), moderate widening and sclerosis of the clavicles and ribs, and increased density of the neural arches of the vertebrae (Fig. 2). The internal auditory canal (IAC) and the optic foramen (OF) were narrowed (Fig. 1). The imaging findings revealed cervicomedullary compression as well. Chiari malformation type-I and siringomyelia secondary to the small posterior fossa were due to calvarial hyperostosis (Fig. 3). The patient underwent posterior fossa decompression and duroplasty. The occipital bone, which was four times thicker than the normal level (approximately 4 cm in diameter), was drilled and removed (Fig. 4). In addition, a syringosubarachnoid shunt was placed at the level of C7-T1. On her follow-up visit, the patient had recovery in her phonation, walking disturbance...
and dysphagia, and also partial recovery in sensory and motor deficits. The clinical symptoms, such as headache, visual and auditory losses, and facial paralysis did not recover. MRI revealed a smaller syrinx cavity than the preoperative imaging (►Fig. 5).

Discussion

Craniodiaphyseal dysplasia, especially involving the skull and facial bones, is a sclerotic bone disorder. There are very few case reports published in the literature associated with this disease. The pathogenesis of this condition is not fully understood, because although a recessive mode of inheritance has been suggested for most of the sporadic cases, an autosomal dominant case has been reported as well.12–15

Craniodiaphyseal dysplasia is characterized by thickening, distortion, and enlargement of the bones of the cranium and face, which are the leading causes of the multiple deformity.12,16 Diagnostic radiographic features consist of osteosclerosis and hyperostosis of the skull and facial bones. Moreover, many other skeletal and visceral abnormalities may occur, such as: situs inversus totalis, tubular structure of the long bones, and thickening of the ribs, pelvis, and vertebral column.12–14,17 Camurati-Engelmann disease (progressive diaphyseal dysplasia; an autosomal dominant disorder), Worth-type endosteal hyperostosis (an autosomal dominant osteosclerosis) and sclerosteosis (an autosomal recessive disorder) may present with similar clinical findings as CDD.18–20 However, CDD differs from these craniotubular disorders by the degree of involvement of the craniofacial and long-cylindrical bones.13,17,19 In the histopathological evaluation of CDD in the previous studies, fibrous tissue, inflammatory response, prominent osteoblasts and variable osteocytes were shown in the thickened trabecular bone. The trabeculae were in contact with osteoid seams, which

Fig. 1 Sagittal topogram and axial CT scan demonstrate a diffuse thickening of the calvarium and foraminal narrowing (such as IAC and OF) due to hyperostosis.

Fig. 2 On the CT scan of the abdominal cavity, spine and ribs are seen thickened and sclerotic.
contained osteoblasts and osteocytes; in addition, there was lack of calcification in the samples.\textsuperscript{21}

Cranial foraminal stenosis and reduced volume of the cranial vault produces the neurological signs and symptoms of CDD. While cranial nerve compression (especially cranial nerves II, VII, and VIII) occurs as a result of cranial foraminal stenosis, the reduced volume of the cranial vault increases the intracranial pressure (ICP). Symptoms of CDD may include headaches, visual and auditory impairment, epiphora, recurrent dacryocystitis, respiratory difficulties, generalized weakness, balance problems, loss of sensation and mental retardation. In addition, growth and sexual maturation may be delayed, but most of the patients cannot survive after childhood.\textsuperscript{12,17,21,22} The patient also suffered hearing loss and bilateral peripheral facial paralysis due to the significant narrowing of the IAC, and visual loss due to the narrowing of the OF. In addition, there were phonation disturbances and difficulty in swallowing due to lower cranial nerve palsies.

Although the syndrome and its early complications are well described, the delayed complications in adults are not properly known. Furthermore, stenosis of the vertebral canal, small posterior fossa, CM-I and syringomyelia were described as the late complications of this rare syndrome in the literature.\textsuperscript{22–24} Mocco et al described two patients with CM-I. In these presentations, they showed that the ventriculoperitoneal shunt and PCF decompression surgeries weren’t successful in treating the symptoms, and instead of these procedures, they suggested the method of multiple small craniotomies with the replacement of thinned bone.
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\caption{On the MRI, displacement of the cerebellar tonsils below the foramen magnum and syringomyelia are seen.}
\end{figure}
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\caption{Suboccipital craniectomy and C-1 laminectomy shown on cranial CT images.}
\end{figure}
Treatment options are limited for CDD. Although decompressive cranioplasty may offer some relief of the symptoms, other special surgical treatment strategies, such as dacryocystorhinostomy may be mandatory.21,26 The conservative treatment modalities, such as medical therapy or low calcium diets and calcitonin therapy did not prevent the progression of the disease.27,28 We did not prefer the conservative treatment options because of the insufficient clinical evidence.

Conclusions

Chiari malformation type-I and syringomyelia frequently occurs in CDD and other similar rare pathologies as a result of hyperostosis of the cranial bones. In addition, cranial foraminal stenosis and reduced volume of the cranial vault are the leading causes of cranial nerve compression and increased ICP. For that reason, it is usually hard to choose the most appropriate treatment option. In this case report we suggest that for the patients with CM-I and syringomyelia with CDD, PCF decompression and syringosubarachnoid shunting could be the choice of treatment.
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Fig. 5 The MRI images reveal the recovery of the syringomyelia.